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1 INTRODUCTION

Background

Directorates of Engineering and Housing (DEHs) are primarily responsible for operations and maintenance (O&M) at their installations. This function requires the management of many resources daily. Routine tasks, most of which are coordinated manually, have become complicated by the large volume of data related to labor and equipment (L&E) usage. This situation presents a management problem because collection of accurate L&E data is essential to provide accountability and meet reporting requirements for the DEH.

The main drawbacks with current management of L&E data are the methods of collection, the high cost of data entry, and the poor accuracy of the resulting data base. Meaningful analysis of workload data depends on complete, accurate entry of L&E usage at the time work is performed. However, recent studies on the effectiveness of Army preventive maintenance programs and analysis of historical workload information for potential commercial activities (CA) have revealed that much of this data is inaccurate, incomplete, or both. These errors are largely due to incorrect entries on the L&E cards used in collecting the data and to incomplete recording of work completed. Inconsistent use of task codes also has led to incorrect workload records.

The U.S. Army, Europe at Heidelberg, Federal Republic of Germany, is seeking ways of improving its current method of handling L&E data. At present, the Heidelberg DEH uses the Integrated Facilities System (IFS) to store the data. With this system, clerks key in L&E data that has been read from paper forms collected from the employees/shops.

The ability of computer technology to store and manipulate huge amounts of information suggests that L&E data collection could be automated. Therefore, the Heidelberg DEH has asked the U.S. Army Construction Engineering Research Laboratory (USACERL) to investigate this possibility and identify approaches that could improve productivity, reduce the cost of data entry, and result in fewer errors.

Objective

The objective of this work is to survey current methods of managing L&E data, review state-of-the-art automated technology for potential application, and recommend an approach that will best address current problems with L&E data collection, entry, and accuracy at the Heidelberg DEH.
Approach

USACERL visited Heidelberg to analyze the current operating procedures. In addition, several installation DEHs in the continental United States (CONUS) were surveyed to learn about their L&E data collection methods. The information obtained was used to identify weaknesses in the current practices and opportunities for exploiting automation to improve efficiency. Next, the market was surveyed for automated systems that could potentially serve the DEH’s needs. Those systems that looked promising were examined in more detail. Automation strategies were developed based on findings from the review of operations and commercial software; recommendations are given in this report.

Scope

Automation technologies covered in this report include scanners, microcomputers, barcoding, and pushbutton stations. Several promising technologies were not evaluated in detail because they are still immature (e.g., the ability to scan barcodes on a monitor rather than from paper, voice recognition, and natural language interfaces). This report is intended only to state the problems, challenges, and expected results from each strategy examined; it is not within the scope to resolve all issues connected with automating the DEH or to calculate exact costs and benefits. The recommendations developed for the Heidelberg DEH may not apply to all Army installations due to the foreign location of that activity.
2 CURRENT OPERATIONS AT HEIDELBERG

Like other DEHs, the Heidelberg DEH is composed of divisions organized according to functional responsibilities such as Housing, Fire Protection, Buildings and Grounds, Utilities, and Engineering Plans and Services. The divisions are subdivided into more specialized branches and sections. The DEH employs foreign nationals to supplement its workforce.

As noted in Chapter 1, Heidelberg uses IFS, which requires manual collection and entry of L&E data. The data is often written or summarized multiple times. Shop foremen must recopy and summarize L&E data on summary report forms. To obtain this information, they must ensure that those they supervise are submitting it as required. This data collection and reporting is a time-consuming task that takes the foremen away from their regular work. (Surveys of CONUS DEHs showed that shop foremen devote an average of 2 hr per day to working with L&E data and an additional 3 hr to preparing other paperwork, some of which is related to L&E.)

Other offices at the DEH are responsible for completing the various reports that require L&E data. Here, the data often is entered into a microcomputer that will help in producing the reports. Again, L&E data is taken from forms and manipulated manually (by keying it into the computer).

IFS-M researchers hope to eliminate both the redundant data entry and the need for handwritten reports and summaries. Indeed, the benefits of decisions made after reviewing informative reports from IFS-M data (e.g., resource allocation and productivity trend reports) hold the most potential for dollar savings at the DEH. If the significant reduction or elimination of handwritten reports at the shop level is realized, increased productivity can be expected. For example, since the shop foremen are often master craftsmen, freeing time for them to devote their personal skills to shop work could be expected to increase productivity.

Currently, the equivalent of two full-time employees enter L&E data from handwritten forms into IFS. When incorrect data is entered, IFS often rejects it. Institutional knowledge needed to recognize why data is rejected requires at least 3 months of job experience for the data entry clerk. In addition, correcting the data requires time-consuming research, during which the clerk may have to call upon other individuals for help. Although researching the reasons for rejected entries may not be an official duty of the data entry clerk position, the clerks perform this task.

If the number of rejected data entries could be essentially eliminated, data entry clerk labor could likely be reduced by 50 percent. In addition to creating a bottleneck at the computer, inaccurate data means that many manhours must be devoted to correcting it. One clerk also commented that she could type faster than the system could accept input; this is a common situation with many minicomputer and mainframe data entry programs.

Errors can occur when data from handwritten forms is keyed incorrectly into IFS. This error rate in transcribing the information, some of which is due to poor legibility, may be about 5 percent. However, failure of employees to write correct data on the L&E card is the principal source of errors. The total error rate at the Heidelberg DEH may be as high as 25 percent. Error rates of 30 percent have been reported by several other DEH organizations.
The IFS-M addresses many data handling problems in the DEH. However, methods of collecting and entering L&E data still need to be improved. Although automated systems can reject some incorrect data, effective methods for assuring greater initial accuracy at the source—the employee—are needed. (The U.S. Army Engineering and Housing Support Center [USAEHSC] is currently sponsoring research at USACERL to investigate the feasibility of using barcode technology as a data entry method for IFS-M. Different types of barcode hardware and software are being tested and a report on the work is scheduled for the end of FY91.)

Any automation technology must be viewed as a tool to be employed by DEH personnel in day-to-day work and must be selected accordingly. It is also important to note that any tool selected for implementation by the DEH must be introduced appropriately to personnel who will use it. This introduction must include training and other efforts to ensure proper usage and encourage employees to take maximum advantage of computer tools. These issues are examined further in Chapter 3.
HUMAN FACTORS TO CONSIDER BEFORE AUTOMATING

Definition and Importance

The "human factor" is a term to characterize the often unreliable response of persons to various requirements and tasks as a result of their perceptions. No matter how well conceived a manual or automated system might be, failure to consider that humans must understand and take part in its success will likely lead to discouraging results. The human factor must be considered in the big picture of each automation strategy and addressed as much as possible in designing every system.

An important issue to consider for automation is the human factor response to data entry. The nature of "data entry" has made it one of the most feared terms related to automation. The tediousness of this task is a problem that has been pervasive since the introduction of automated systems. Many attempts have been made to disguise the data entry task or make it more interesting, but the basic procedure has remained unchanged. Rather than focusing on easier methods of data entry, it is essential to consider the human factor--the ways in which human beings respond to automation and data entry in particular. However, easy the mechanics of entering or submitting data become, addressing the thought process that causes a person to undertake the task and perform it as best as possible is paramount. The first way to engage this thought process is through education.

Education Required

Training must be scheduled for everyone who will handle L&E data at Heidelberg. Since virtually every person must submit L&E data, education must be provided for all (military, administrative/civilian, and shop/other employees). Methods of communicating key guidance may need to be adjusted to compensate for differences in language and educational level. Topics that need to be addressed are (1) the purpose, importance, and benefits of the activity, (2) the mechanics of using a particular system or technology, and (3) examples and exercises to effect proficiency with the system. Biennial refresher training should also be part of this education.

Human response to computers can take several forms, ranging from unrealistic expectations to highly negative attitudes. Some new users assume computers can do anything, while others become convinced they cannot do anything. Resentment of that which is not understood or which represents the performance of a task perceived as distasteful and providing few or no benefit(s) can lead to reluctance to use a system. Therefore, one of the goals of education is to present a realistic, practical view of automated systems by addressing the above topics.

Current Attitudes

The current attitudes of DEH personnel who use the minicomputer host are varied and represent the full spectrum. Some individuals see automation as a solution, while others perceive only another "job to do." Of interest are findings from a questionnaire administered to DEH shop managers at 9 CONUS installations, ranging in size from small to large. The 94 responses (of 120 sent) revealed that 31 percent of shop managers currently use some form of automation--typically the microcomputer. Of those without automation, 67 percent felt that automation could enhance their ability to perform their duties. Whether such opinions are based on actual knowledge or simply expectations, these results indicate that it is reasonable to consider introducing automation at shops currently using manual methods of data collection.
Addressing the Paper System

Automation strategies reviewed in this study that do not require electronic entry of data by all employees will require that some or many employees continue to use pencil and paper. Any strategy that would require direct entry of data through automation by all employees would likely be implemented in phases, again resulting in use of a paper system by some until implementation is complete. As discussed above, training is essential to the success of any system, including a manual system. By understanding how to implement a paper system properly, employees should be able to use an automated system more effectively, as well. Elements of a successful paper system are summarized below.

Because of the time required to complete forms, the design of the form from both graphic and explanatory text standpoints is important (see Appendix A for current forms used at Heidelberg). Although a fairly small number of data elements is required for the L&E card submission, instructions and/or training should be available for new employees. German language forms and instructions are appropriate for some foreign national employees at Heidelberg DEH.

Currently, employees are issued address size stick-on labels with their name, social security number, and shop or office code to apply to their form. This practice is used at several other DEH organizations, as well. Some employees do not like to use the stick-on labels and instead choose to write the information each time. A solution that would avoid either applying a label or filling out the information each time is to copy a supply of L&E cards for each employee with this basic unchanging information already entered. One sheet of paper for each employee with the basic information printed in the correct position, but which is otherwise blank, can be used for copying to L&E cards that have been placed in the copy machine paper tray.

The frequent use of invalid codes on L&E sheets indicates that it is essential to provide each employee with a list of valid codes. Currently, lists are posted on the wall in most office areas and shops for reference (see Appendix A). When these lists are updated, the changes could be distributed to each employee instead of being posted. Office employees tend to memorize the number to which they consistently charge their time. However, for the shop worker, the situation is far different and the possibility of error much higher due to the volume of work passing through the shop and therefore the large number of codes. Shop workers may benefit from making a copy of each order that they handle for ease of personal reference and for writing the bill of materials used for the order. If access to a nearby copy machine is not currently provided for shop employees, granting access and, if necessary, purchasing copiers should be considered. In any case, the practice of writing the bill of materials on the back of the original work order sent back to the administrative office should be abandoned. It is the shop foreman who is interested in the materials used and that information should logically remain within the bounds of the shop for easy reference.

To ensure that employees are fully aware of the importance of the paper system and are supplied with the information necessary to do their part, an L&E binder or notebook could be created for each person. This notebook should contain instructions on the L&E process, a supply of forms, a section for copies of past L&E card submissions that an employee wants to retain for reference and, in the case of the shop worker, a section for copies of work orders, service orders, and bills of material for reference. Implementing an educational program, providing the notebook, and the other actions discussed above should result in less time-consuming, more accurate L&E card submissions by employees, while reinforcing the importance and awareness of the L&E process.
4 AUTOMATION-BASED TECHNOLOGIES

All data systems have several key parts that must be examined in choosing appropriate systems: data base design, data maintenance, and data entry. Closely related to data entry are data collection and data accuracy. For this study, data collection, entry, and accuracy are combined under the umbrella term "data acquisition."

The market was surveyed for technologies that could have potential application at the Heidelberg DEH. Four were identified as promising: scanners, microcomputers, barcoding, and pushbutton stations. These technologies were evaluated for their expected performance in data acquisition. The cost of implementation, ease of use, likelihood of addressing current problems successfully, level of acceptance by DEH personnel, and return on investment (ROI) were estimated for each. User responsibilities and required skills also were assessed. Although some of these technologies will not be recommended for adoption, a discussion of each is useful to add perspective to the problem at hand and to appreciate the type of issues that must be resolved in selecting automated systems for organizations like the DEH.

Scanner Technology

Scanners are peripheral devices, usually used in conjunction with microcomputers, that allow electronic information from paper to be input into the computer. Scanners are sometimes referred to as optical character readers (OCRs), although most scanners also can read in an image from paper as an electronic graphic file, regardless of the type of image (e.g., text, graphics, photograph).

As with most automation products, scanners are available with a full range of capabilities and prices. Scanners at the low end of the spectrum must be "trained" to read text or graphics in the desired manner. Some must always be instructed as to what font or type style will be read. The number of formats in which a graphics file can be saved varies greatly among scanners. The more sophisticated scanners can now be trained to read handwriting. Such a scanner, the Polyform PFL 6150 by AEG Corporation, is being tested at the Grafenwoehr DEH. The results of that test are not yet available.

Uses of Scanner Technology

While a scenario could be visualized in which there would be a need to read forms printed by one computer into another computer, this arrangement strongly implies duplication of entry. In applying the scanner's graphics ability to the L&E process, each L&E card might be scanned as a graphics file, stored on high-capacity optical disk media, and recalled via a data base application. This use of scanning could be beneficial for storage and recall of documents. However, such a graphics-based system would not enter the L&E data into IFS-M. In the scanning application being tested at Grafenwoehr, the scanner reads hand-printed characters and numbers that have been placed in clearly defined boxes on specially designed L&E forms (Appendix B) and passes the information into the minicomputer.

Scanner Implementation Issues

The cost of implementing scanner technology like that at Grafenwoehr includes the costs of (1) the scanner (approximately $75K as of this writing), (2) printing specially designed L&E card forms in the quantities required each year, (3) training for employees and operators, (4) employee time devoted to training and operating the scanner, and (5) a repair/maintenance contract for the scanner. The cost of a microcomputer for use as an input terminal should also be considered (if no terminal is available) to...
replace the dumb terminals currently used for L&E data entry. Software for the scanner can be installed on the microcomputer.

Dumb terminals should be maintained as a backup method for entering data in the event the scanner is not functioning properly. Only one scanner would need to be installed on one microcomputer to apply scanner technology to L&E data entry. After training, implementation should be fairly easy. The new forms should offer challenge to employees as data elements are familiar and recognizable. The only new requirement would be to print very legibly.

Since the change in current techniques would not be very extensive with a scanner, acceptance by employees would be nearly assured. Indeed, the forms used for the scanner are in some ways better designed than current forms and would be an improvement in terms of readability, even without the use of a scanner. Each Grafenwoehr scanner form is specific to particular types of L&E submissions and all feature clearly defined boxes for entering the information. Operation of the scanner is also rather straightforward and should not pose acceptance problems for data entry clerks. The clerks will still have to use the keyboard to enter information from forms that cannot be scanned correctly and for correcting inaccurate data scanned from forms.

Effectiveness of Scanner Technology

If the scanner were to save one of the two full-time equivalent data entry positions, ROI, based on employee salary versus cost of the technology, new forms, training, and repair/maintenance, could occur after about 2.5 years (but this is not likely). Replacement of the scanner after intense usage over a few years would mean an additional future cost that would reduce the savings realized.

During initial implementation of the scanner, all employees performing data entry should be retained until scanner operators become proficient. Becoming accustomed to the scanner and its operation may actually consume more data entry clerk time at the outset. Use of a scanner results in a change from pressing a keypad to a feeding motion. If the time to complete both actions is nearly the same (and this is likely), reduction in clerk labor may not be realized at all. Errors currently made in transcribing information from the current cards (approximately 5 percent) would theoretically be eliminated. However, some cards may not scan correctly due to poor legibility; if this occurs as much as 5 percent of the time, no improvement will be realized in terms of time required to complete data entry.

Scanner technology should not be pursued if only for the purpose of reducing data entry clerk labor costs. However, other tangible and intangible benefits may be realized. During times when the scanner is not in use for L&E card reading, it could be available to scan documents and graphic images for other purposes. More legible L&E cards would also be obtained using the new card format. When the most optimistic ROI for scanner technology is compared with the potential ROI of other strategies, the scanner does not look promising.

Microcomputer Applications

Although all strategies in this report require the use of a microcomputer, different data entry interfaces are available. This evaluation focused on software application capabilities as separate from specific add-on hardware and software features (which are the focus of other strategies). Microcomputer interfaces include the keyboard, mouse, and touch screen. Microcomputer software applications include data base management, communications, and word processing. Communications software can be used to acquire data from or send data to other computers. This software also allows access to available electronic
mail systems. When a local area network (LAN) is available, network software provides the electronic mail capability for users on the LAN. USACERL has developed a program that allows seamless exchange of electronic mail between 3Com 3+ Mail (the network in use at Heidelberg) and Unix V mail which resides on the Sperry 5000/80 minicomputer. This product could prove useful at the Heidelberg DEH.

Microcomputers are available with a wide range of capabilities and must be selected based on the tasks that must be performed. It is beyond the scope of this report to develop a selection guide for microcomputers as such guidance is readily available from many public and private sources. USAEHSC provides selection guidance for microcomputers that are part of IFS-M.

Uses of Microcomputers

Each employee could use a microcomputer to enter L&E information. The collected data in this way could then be batch-fed to the minicomputer-based IFS system. As an alternative, the microcomputer could be used in a terminal mode to enter L&E data directly into the minicomputer if deemed appropriate from a security standpoint. As noted above, microcomputers are available with the keyboard, mouse, and touch screen modes of direct data entry, with the touch screen being the least common. Although many persons cannot type, most can press a few keys (although some persons who have never used a computer are uncomfortable with any such interface). However, neither mouse nor touch screen methods can allow efficient data entry unless a software application has been designed to acquire (download from the minicomputer host) and display values from which to choose (e.g., valid codes and employee data) to reduce the supplemental typing of these values.

Whichever entry method might be used, L&E input by the employee on a microcomputer is unlikely to save significant time. However improvement of data accuracy is a clear probability if the microcomputer is programmed to run an application that displays valid values for the employee. The user would then choose from a list. An intelligent formulation of such a list that would show valid codes for the employees, based on their shop or office assignment, would be desirable. The result would be that incorrect data would usually be avoided or rejected immediately. Rejection would offer the user a chance to retry at the time of entry. If all employees did enter their own data directly, central data entry clerk time would be reduced. However, much more time could be saved by providing software applications that allow key persons to retrieve L&E data from IFS so as to avoid multiple entry of that data into different microcomputers or onto paper reports.

Microcomputer Applications Implementation Issues

Microcomputer systems range between $1500 and $5000. The costs of acquisition, installation, training, maintenance, and administration also must be considered. Acceptance of additional microcomputers and network connections would largely depend on the software involved (i.e., ease of use) and the perceptions of new users. Again, effective training can improve acceptance.

Effectiveness of Microcomputers

If the hardware purchase is planned wisely and useful software is acquired, ROI is virtually assured in nearly any large organization, usually in the range of 150 percent (a return is frequently realized in small agencies and businesses as well). Microcomputer applications nearly always generate both tangible and intangible benefits. If the versatility of the microcomputer as a tool for performing tasks, relaying data, and electronic mail is realized in addition to using the system for L&E data acquisition needs, expansion of this technology could be expected to provide effective results.
Barcode Technology

A wide array of barcode-related products is available. Some devices are constantly attached to a microcomputer and others attach only at times to transfer data to it. The basic principal of barcode technology is to allow numeric, or in the case of Code 39 barcode symbology, alphanumeric characters to be represented by a pattern of varying width bars. When an optical sensor (barcode wand or swipe reader) is used to scan the pattern of bars, the value is translated quickly. When many digits must be copied or transcribed, a barcode reader can ensure that no errors occur in transferring the values represented by the pattern of bars. Hardware needed for barcode systems is neither large nor complex, making this technology easily portable (Appendix C).

Uses of Barcode Technology

The principal uses of barcode technology are for tracking physical items and entering or transferring information. Barcoding is prevalent in warehouses and in many point-of-sale operations.

For L&E data acquisition, barcode labels could be generated and attached to equipment for which usage time must be reported. If a portable barcode scanner were used, it would be possible for the employee to scan the number or code on the physical piece of equipment at beginning and end of use to record equipment usage time. As an alternative, printed pages of barcodes and descriptions of the equipment each represents could be made available in the shops. The barcode for the appropriate piece of equipment could be scanned at the time that other similarly represented information, such as valid task codes, is also scanned to form a complete L&E card entry, which would include a value for time of equipment use.

If barcode scanning were to become part of the L&E entry process at the shop level, each shop would need one microcomputer equipped with a barcode wand, the ability to extract valid information from the minicomputer host, and a means to print barcode symbols for scanning by employees. A dot matrix printer is adequate for printing scannable barcodes. It would not be necessary to purchase multiple hand-held or belt-slung barcode reading units. Barcode products are available that allow multiple wand units or swipe readers to connect to a single microcomputer or directly to a minicomputer. However, such a configuration is not feasible for Heidelberg because little or no control or checking of input would be possible.

Barcode Implementation Issues

A simple barcode system would undoubtedly reduce entry costs and improve data accuracy. L&E data is nearly all numerical, although Code 39 barcode symbology can handle a complete entry that contains alphabetical characters. Software to support barcode technology varies. Some products have software that can be configured to format the flow of barcoded information, usually in the form of an ASCII* stream, to the microcomputer from a portable unit. The simpler barcode products provide keyboards for entry of barcode symbol values into the microcomputer. They also can act as a filter to print barcode symbols on paper instead of alphanumeric characters. These simpler barcode products would require a custom application for sending the data on to its minicomputer destination. Some effort would be required to tailor this application to the L&E data acquisition requirement (USACERL is currently conducting research into this area).

*ASCII = American Standard Code for Information Interchange.
Implementation would require one properly equipped microcomputer for each shop. It is likely that Heidelberg already has enough microcomputers in administrative areas to handle the additional task of biweekly L&E entry for administrative personnel (shops do this task daily). Employee acceptance of barcode technology would likely be mixed, at first, but once each employee learned how to use a barcode wand, it should come to be regarded as just another standard procedure. It is expected that few employees would miss the old paper L&E cards.

**Effectiveness of Barcode Technology**

Barcodes can increase speed of data entry but most importantly offer giant leaps in improving data accuracy. As information can be entered in far less time than writing it by hand, and because data entry clerk time would be largely eliminated, labor costs for entering L&E data would be reduced such that return on investment would be realized and continue to climb after approximately 1 year. This is based on the assumption that there is a value to employee time savings and that the Shop Foreman’s time currently devoted to L&E matters would be greatly reduced.

**Pushbutton Stations**

Elements of this technology include: (1) a pushbutton station (actually a small piece of terminal equipment) with a liquid crystal display (LCD) and pushbuttons representing alphanumeric characters and symbols that would be linked from remote locations to one microcomputer; (2) a data base; and (3) communications software for storing data and sending it to minicomputers or mainframe systems. Several options could be included, such as a bar code wand, a swipe reader that attaches to the side of the station, and employee badges that can be either pulled through the swipe reader or read with the barcode wand. If the only purpose is to read employee badges, acquisition of both the barcode wand and swipe reader would be redundant. However, the barcode wand could also input other information such as a work code printed on a list of valid codes as a barcode symbol. In this case, barcode filter software to convert information to barcodes for printing would be an important supplement and would not represent a major additional cost. The common Code 39 barcode symbology would be recommended for the barcode features of this product. Providing real-time accounting, this technology represents the evolution of the time clock but is designed to track far more than time and attendance. In fact, the manufacturer includes customization of the data base for buyer needs as part of the product sale, such that a complete turnkey product is the result.

**Uses of Pushbutton Station Technology**

Pushbutton stations and the types of job tracking for which they serve as an interface are particularly well suited to work environments where employees work on many different jobs that require accounting of resources expended and materials/equipment used. Although up to 100 remote pushbutton stations can be connected to a single microcomputer, the physical layout of DEH buildings would affect actual layouts and counts of stations and microcomputers.

Connection is made using three-wire 22-gauge RS485 cable up to 4000 ft total length in a daisy chain configuration. The microcomputer and pushbutton station can communicate via modem if absolutely necessary. This option requires a Hayes-compatible modem at each end plus an RS232 to RS485 converter supplied by the vendor. Direct connection of the pushbutton station terminals to the microcomputer is possible, but this arrangement would preclude benefits provided by the microcomputer software for this technology (e.g., the ability to generate reports). Data also can be entered at the
keyboard instead of the pushbutton station. An important advantage is that employees who are more comfortable with the keyboard need not be provided pushbutton stations.

The microcomputer software can send data to host systems. IFS supports a batch processing option. If the microcomputer to which pushbutton stations are connected is also connected to a 3Com network, and the minicomputer is also wired to the LAN via Ethernet cable, faster Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) file transfers to the minicomputer are an option. If the optional bar code wand, swipe reader, and employee badges are acquired, barcoded data can be read efficiently, reducing the number of buttons that would need to be pushed to create an L&E entry.

**Pushbutton Station Implementation Issues**

The cost of implementation is approximately half that required to provide microcomputers to employees for L&E data entry. Installation requires that RS485 cable be run to each pushbutton station. Microcomputers, each with several connected pushbutton stations, could be networked on a 3Com Ethernet cable. Pushbutton stations are of fairly rugged construction, having been designed in anticipation of factory use. Low maintenance costs and strong vendor support can be expected.

Acceptance of pushbutton stations has been high due to ease of use and because they more closely resemble an electronic calculator than a computer keyboard. This forestalls adverse fear of using the device on the part of employees.

Target retail stores nationwide are equipped with pushbutton technology. Employees at a Target store in Champaign, IL were interviewed as to ease of using the pushbutton station to record labor hours and all reported that it is quite simple to use. Incorrect selections are easily cleared and reentered.

Pushbuttons representing characters and other miscellaneous symbols are pressure-sensitive and beep when pressed. Both 24-button (numeric) and 48-button (alphanumeric) pushbutton stations are available; the cost is the same for both models. Prompts to the pushbutton station user appear on the LCD to ask for specific data elements. The text of these prompts can be defined by the system installer or administrator. The ability to control these prompts would allow display of English or German, as appropriate, to Heidelberg DEH personnel.

**Effectiveness of Pushbutton Station Technology**

Printing and manufacturing operations have realized significant benefits from this technology. The DEHs at Heidelberg and other installations are undoubtedly well suited to benefit from pushbutton stations. The manufacturers provide customization and full turnkey support for their products and many successful installations have been reported.

The many reports possible using the software are an important source of product effectiveness. These reports could show L&E costs and usage by job, operation, and shop. Data can be automatically compared to established standards and input into the system to obtain variance reports based on productivity or other topics. Reports can be generated overnight, allowing managers to review the previous day’s activity at the beginning of the work day.

An employee could make an L&E entry at any time, such as at the completion of a work unit or at the end of each day. Or, the employee could begin an entry at the start of work on a certain order and complete it later when the work has been completed. The system’s ability to track time in and out
immediately could reduce errors in the time submitted for orders that could otherwise be erroneous due to an inability to remember exactly how time was used.

Because employees can enter L&E data very quickly with the pushbutton station, and because data can be exchanged with the host system frequently, significant savings in both employee and data entry clerk labor are likely. Pushbutton stations need not be supplied for those who prefer to use the keyboard for entry, as noted earlier. Valid codes from the host can be stored in the microcomputer in order to prevent invalid entries at the pushbutton stations attached to it. The microcomputer downloads valid data to each pushbutton station with which each entry will be compared. Each station can store up to 5000 records. When the employee entry reaches the microcomputer at intervals specified in the software setup, additional verification occurs. The result is a microcomputer file to send to the minicomputer which represents records that should not, except on rare occasions, be rejected by the minicomputer. The reduction in time spent researching and correcting invalid L&E entries would be an important source of savings.

Comparison of Automation-Based Technologies

Table 1 compares projected costs for the four technologies studied. The figures in this table were derived assuming the equipment would undergo a pilot test before implementation on a larger scale.

The research cost associated with the pilot test is to identify modifications required for final implementation and possibly develop additional software or plans to effect a complete working system. Microcomputer applications and barcode technology would require development of software to be used for the L&E function. For pushbutton stations, configuration of vendor-supplied microcomputer software and some programming for exchange of data between the microcomputer and minicomputer would be required.

Onsite costs are those for local resources. Scanner technology requires special forms (Appendix B). Microcomputer applications and pushbutton stations require installation of cable. All automation-based technologies require onsite orientation and initial training for those involved with the pilot test.

Acquisition costs represent the purchase of hardware and software for each technology. Research costs to finalize the use of technology again include additional software programming work, except for scanner technology. In all cases, analysis of results and preparation of written findings would be required. Acquisition and ongoing costs per shop or group can be estimated to determine the total cost, based on the size of the facility and the extent of implementation.

It should be noted that ratings for overall factors relating to the potential success of implementing each automation-based technology are estimates only. Pilot testing would be required to affirm or modify these projected results.
Table 1
Comparison of Technology Costs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost Element</th>
<th>Scanner Tech.</th>
<th>Microcomputer Applications</th>
<th>Barcode Tech.</th>
<th>Pushbutton Stations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Research for pilot test</td>
<td>20K</td>
<td>150K</td>
<td>100K</td>
<td>60K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot test</td>
<td>10-15K</td>
<td>5K</td>
<td>2K</td>
<td>5K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquisition for pilot test</td>
<td>75K</td>
<td>5K</td>
<td>3-8K</td>
<td>5-10K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research to finalize system</td>
<td>20K</td>
<td>180K</td>
<td>80-100K</td>
<td>20-40K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTALS</td>
<td>125-130K</td>
<td>340K</td>
<td>185-210K</td>
<td>90-115K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquisition cost for final</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>5-8K</td>
<td>8-10K</td>
<td>6-8K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>implementation per shop or group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yearly cost for administration,</td>
<td>2K</td>
<td>12K</td>
<td>10K</td>
<td>4K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>support, &amp; training per shop or</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of implementation</td>
<td>med.</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>med.</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected degree of acceptance</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>med.</td>
<td>med.</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likelihood of addressing L&amp;E</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>med.</td>
<td>med.</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>problems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected ROI over 3-year period</td>
<td>low-.</td>
<td>med.-</td>
<td>med.-</td>
<td>high-.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.1:1</td>
<td>1.5:1</td>
<td>1.8:1</td>
<td>2.5:1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

USACERL has investigated the Heidelberg DEH's current methods of L&E data acquisition. Areas of weakness were identified, as were opportunities to exploit automated data acquisition. The market was then surveyed for automation technologies that could possibly serve the DEH's needs.

Of the automation-centered strategies discussed in this report, the pushbutton station has the highest potential for success in terms of overall cost of implementation, employee acceptance, proven quality, availability of support, and ROI. It provides the option to read barcodes, but does not require barcodes to be the input method.

It is recommended that pushbutton stations be evaluated in depth for use at the Heidelberg DEH. If the evaluation verifies the findings of this study, it is recommended that a pushbutton system be pilot-tested at Heidelberg.

In addition, an educational program should be implemented stressing the purpose, importance, and benefits of L&E data submission. The existing paper system should also be upgraded. Detailed guidance and materials to improve the paper system could be developed easily by the Heidelberg DEH in consultation with USACERL. Regardless of which automation strategy may be implemented, improvement of this manual system is an important and worthwhile effort.

Expansion of LAN connectivity, including acquisition of additional microcomputers, should be pursued to improve data distribution, communications, and problem resolution. The complexity of daily work at the Heidelberg DEH and the multiple building locations of offices and shops are not conducive to frequent face-to-face communications. Although telephone conversations are possible, disruptions would be reduced and productivity enhanced when more communications are via electronic mail at the initiators' and respondents' convenience. Linking microcomputers to either the present minicomputer, or to each other as an LAN, would greatly improve communications within the Heidelberg DEH. Increased connectivity between 3Com users and the minicomputer could help managers acquire the data they need from the minicomputer without rekeying L&E data into their microcomputers. Such elimination of redundant L&E data entry must be pursued if manhours are to be saved.

If data entry clerks and shops are equipped with networked microcomputers, many problems could be resolved through electronic mail communications. Current Work Order and Service Order lists or approved fascimiles of the orders could also be sent to shops by network users from the appropriate offices. This same information could be sent to pushbutton stations to prevent entry of invalid codes.

The cost of microcomputers for the shops could be delayed if funds are insufficient for both microcomputers and pushbutton stations. One microcomputer could likely drive all pushbutton stations, with one station per shop. However, the acquisition of a microcomputer for each shop should be considered in addition to purchase of microcomputers for administrative offices not yet so equipped. Although the need for a microcomputer in the shop may not be considered extremely important at this time for direct support of L&E data acquisition, other short- and long-term benefits could be realized. Each shop foreman could become familiar with the use of microcomputer applications such as word processing and electronic mail. This computer literacy can ease the implementation of any automation-centered L&E data acquisition system that may be installed.
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The results of the Grafenwoehr DEH scanner test should be reviewed when they become available. These results should be helpful in showing whether scanning printed L&E cards is an effective strategy. Knowledge to date has failed to indicate that scanner usage would provide significant improvements or cost savings, but a follow-up on this issue should be pursued to gain more insight into scanner technology. The results of the USACERL barcode research also should be reviewed when available. This research concerns the feasibility of various barcoding configurations for acquiring data as input to the IFS-M (Appendix C).

In selecting any automated system for L&E data acquisition, the DEH should consider compatibility with IFS-M. It is essential to coordinate with appropriate elements of USAEHSC, which is responsible for fielding.

The findings of this study could potentially apply to other DEHs as well. However, any decision to implement data acquisition equipment must be made on a case-by-case basis.
APPENDIX A:

L&E AND RELATED FORMS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOCUMENT NUMBER</th>
<th>FACILITY (Gebaude)</th>
<th>TASK</th>
<th>LABOR</th>
<th>EQUIPMENT</th>
<th>SHOP CODE</th>
<th>EMPLOYEE NUMBER</th>
<th>TRANS. ACTION CODE</th>
<th>DATE (DATUM)</th>
<th>SHOP CODE</th>
<th>EMPLOYEE NUMBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: actual forms are larger; size has been reduced here for easier presentation.
# FY 89

## Facilities Engineering Work Order

For use of this form, see PR 420 13 and DA Form 420 8. The proper agency is the Office of the Chief of Engineers.

### Description of Work

**SOO for ERHD Administration Personnel**

(PAGE 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHOP</th>
<th>FACILITY</th>
<th>COMPONENT</th>
<th>PHASE DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>LABOR</th>
<th>MATERIAL</th>
<th>EQUIPMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
<td>MIS BRANCH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
<td>TYPING OF LIKELY FORMS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
<td>QUESTIONARIES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
<td>PROG+BUDGET BRANCH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
<td>MIS DUTIES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ERMA OFF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Totals**

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64,968</td>
<td>1,125,200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
01/17

SERVICE ORDER

PROJECT: DOG'S HEAD

JOB DESC: BRING DOG TO ODOR ASSISTED VERIFICATION

REMARKS:

SHORT JOB DESC: CHECK FRESHENING

H.D. NAME: WEBER

DATE REC: 07/07
TIME REC: 10:15

FAC CODE: 063
TASK CODE: 002
LABOR CD: ___
EQUIP CD: ___

LABOR HR: ___
EQUIP HRS: ___

COST: $438.57

$103.35

2, Monteur a.2.5h = 5h
1, Vorarbeiter 0.5h
1, Tischler 0.1h
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Steamfitter Maintenance: Shop 10X
50-00001-05 Phase 1 OMA
• 2 PHV
• 3 MTV
• 4 DODDS MTV
• 5 DODDS PHV

Sanitation Maintenance: Shop 13X
50-00002-0D Phase 1 OMA
• 1 PHV
• 1 MTV
• 1 DODDS MTV
• 1 DODDS PHV

Sewer Maintenance: Shop 14X
50-00003-0D Phase 1 OMA
• 1 PHV
• 1 MTV
• 1 DODDS PHV

Mechanical Maintenance: Shop 06X
50-00004-0J Phase 1 OMA
• 1 PHV
• 1 MTV

Heating Operation Maintenance: Shop 20X
50-00005-0S Phase 1 OMA
• 2 PHV
• 3 MTV
• 4 DODDS PHV
• 5 DODDS MTV

Pest Control: Shop 21X
50-00008-0D Phase 1 OMA
• 2 PHV
• 3 MTV
• 4 DODDS PHV
• 5 DODDS MTV
• 6 LX

Refuse Collection: Shop 23X
50-00007-0S Phase 1 OMA
• 2 PHV DODDS
• 3 MTV DODDS
• 4 PHV
• 5 MTV
• 6 LX

DEH Motor Pool: Shop 25X
50-00008-05S Phase 1 OMA

All Shops of DEH: SSL Material:
1A-00009-0S 1-14 OMA

Fringe Material All Shops DEH:
1A-00010-0F Phase 1-10

Shop Stock PM:
1A-00011-0S Phase 1-10

Carpenter Maintenance: Shop 01X
1A-00013-0J Phase 1 OMA

Replacement Hand Tools: All Shops
1K-00014-0J Phase 1-20 OMA

Emergency Standby:
50-00015-0S Phase 1 OMA

Generator Maintenance: Shop 02X
50-00016-0J Phase 1 OMA

Elevator Maintenance: Shop 02X
50-00017-0J

Oil Burner Maintenance: Shop 06X
50-00018-05S Phase 1 PHV

PM Mechanic: Shop 06X
1A-00018-0S Phase 1 OMA

10 Nov. 1988, 20, WES.
APPENDIX B:

L&E FORMS USED AT GRAFENWOEHR
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Request ID</th>
<th>Serial No.</th>
<th>FY</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Phase Code</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
<th>P3</th>
<th>P4</th>
<th>P5</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Labor Codes**

1. Standard: A  
2. Overtime: B  
3. Holiday Work: C  
4. Indirect Supervision: D  
5. Annual Leave: E  
6. Sick Leave: F  
7. Compensatory Time Taken: G  
8. Administrative Leave / Holiday Leave: H  
9. Military Leave: I  
10. Maternity Leave / Leave Without Pay: J  
11. Home Leave: K  
12. Meetings: L  
13. Training / Unavoidable Delay: M  

**Non-Productive Periods**

- From Day:  
- To Day:  
- Code:  
- Time:  

**Signature**
### LABOR AND EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION

**TYPE: ADMIN (BIWEEKLY)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOCUMENT NUMBER</th>
<th>LABOR CODES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>勞資名稱</td>
<td>非營業期</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### LABOR CODES

**Position 1 (P1):**
1. Direct Labor
2. Indirect Labor
3. Direct Supervision
4. Indirect Supervision

**Position 2 (P2):**
- A: Basic Rate - Normal
- B: Overtime
- C: Holiday Work
- D: Sunday
- E: 1-9 Military Grade

**Position 3 (P3):**
- G: Night Work Differential GS CAT 3
- A: Military Regular Time
- B: Military Overtime

---

**NON-PRODUCTIVE PERIODS**

**FROM**

**TO**

**CODE**

**HOURS**

**MINUTES**

**COMPLETE**
## LABOR AND EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION

**Type:** DAILY

**Document Number:**
- **Req ID:** [Blank]
- **Serial No.:** [Blank]

**Labor and Equipment Utilization Table:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date:</th>
<th>DOC NO:</th>
<th>LABOR</th>
<th>CODES</th>
<th>HRS</th>
<th>MIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Codes:**
- **H:** Annual Leave
- **J:** Sick Leave
- **K:** Compensation Time Taken
- **L:** Administrative Leave / Holiday Leave
- **M:** Military Leave
- **P:** Maternity Leave / Leave Without Pay
- **Q:** Home Leave
- **R:** Meetings

**Non-Productive Periods:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FROM</th>
<th>TO</th>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>TIME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Labor Codes:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: Direct Labor</td>
<td>A: Basic Rate - Normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: Indirect Labor</td>
<td>B: Overtime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: Direct Supervision</td>
<td>C: Holiday Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: Indirect Supervision</td>
<td>D: Sunday</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BARCODE INDUSTRIES

WAND works as keyboard emulator to send value of barcode to current software prompt, regardless of what program is active.

BARCODE FILTER SOFTWARE PROGRAM

This software can be used to translate alphanumeric output from any program into barcode symbology for printing. A 'HOT KEY' can toggle this small memory resident program on and off.

NOTE

Combining the capabilities of the two products above provides complete input and output of barcodes. These products are being evaluated at USACERL.
A PORTABLE HAND HELD UNIT CONNECTS TO THE MICROCOMPUTER TO EXCHANGE DATA. DATA IS EXCHANGED AS AN ASCII STREAM CONTROLLABLE BY PROGRAMING.

NOTE
THIS PRODUCT IS BEING EVALUATED AT USACERL
THE 'TALKMAN' UNIT ACCEPTS VOICE AND BARCODE INPUT. THE
VOICE RECOGNITION MUST BE TRAINED BY EACH USER. THE
PORTABLE UNIT CONNECTS TO THE MICROCOMPUTER TO SEND DATA
AS AN ASCII STREAM CONTROLLABLE BY PROGRAMING.

NOTE
THESE PRODUCTS ARE BEING EVALUATED AT USACERL
A non-portable unit is connected so as to interrupt the keyboard cable to both intercept signals and draw power (one watt). Keyboard input is passed through; barcode symbols are translated.
THE 'JOB KEEPER CENTRAL' PRODUCT IS A WALL MOUNTED PUSH BUTTON STATION RECOMMENDED IN THIS REPORT.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASCII</td>
<td>American Standard Code for Information Interchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Commercial activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONUS</td>
<td>Continental United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEH</td>
<td>Directorate of Engineering and Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY</td>
<td>Fiscal Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAEHSC</td>
<td>U.S. Army Engineering and Housing Support Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFDEP</td>
<td>Integrated Facilities Data Entry Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFS-M</td>
<td>Integrated Facilities System - Mini / Micro version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L&amp;E</td>
<td>Labor and equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAN</td>
<td>Local area network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCD</td>
<td>Liquid crystal display</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O&amp;M</td>
<td>Operations and maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCR</td>
<td>Optical character reader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROI</td>
<td>Return on investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP/IP</td>
<td>Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USACERL</td>
<td>U.S. Army Construction Engineering Research Laboratory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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